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FINAL STATEMENT 

Of the International Meeting “Healing the War. Psychosocial Experiences and Perspectives: Youth as a key to 

sustainable post-conflict recovery” (Geneva, 10-12 December 2007) 

War and armed conflicts inflict enormous suffering on civil populations, particularly among younger 

generations as well as ethnic and religious minorities. They generate severe human rights 

violations and high levels of disintegration, both at institutional and social levels, thus favouring a 

relapse into conflict.  

Youth represent almost one-fifth of the world’s population and are the crucial link between 

generations, between past and future. In conflict, their lives are severely affected.  They make up 

the majority in many armed forces, are common targets of violence and are often forced to 

migrate, among many other traumatic experiences and circumstances they must confront. 

Moreover, they suffer from the consequences of a situation that they often did not contribute to 

generating.  

If post-conflict situations are not addressed properly, a multitude of problems can emerge, such as 

stigmatization, exploitation, the manifestation of violence and increased voluntary migration of the 

younger generation. What is more, as a result of conflict, people’s histories become rewritten and 

focus primarily on negative memories from during and after war. Youth are especially at risk of 

losing their sense of identity. All this can hinder their recovery processes as well as those of the 

society in which they live. 

Despite all the challenges faced, young people show tremendous resilience and ability to survive. 

Instead of being seen as a problem or potential threat, they should be recognized as crucial actors 

in post-conflict reconstruction and in the rebuilding of peaceful, more tolerant communities. 

International cooperation has a fundamental role to play in helping to bring about sustainable 

post-conflict recovery – in terms of diplomatic and political action, as an immediate humanitarian 

response to an emergency, and as an act of solidarity and justice. In all of its interventions, youth 

– of both genders – must be placed at the forefront, along with the guiding principles of protecting 
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human rights and valuing the physical, psychological, spiritual and social dignity of each young 

individual. 

The Conference recommends taking a more person-centred approach that not only provides basic 

subsistence needs but assures a continual attention to the psychosocial dimension of each young 

person.  This requires that responses be sensitive and adhere to the following principles: 

• People rather than infrastructure must be the primary focus of reconstruction efforts, 

and more time and opportunity need to be given for people to recover. 

• The material and psychological wellbeing of youth is central to the process of recovery, 

as well as to the transition and transformation of the state. 

• Youth should not be assisted through conventional paradigms that categorize them as 

victims or perpetrators; rather they should be valued as people with many resources 

and whose own perceptions, perspectives and “histories” should be the driving force of 

any intervention. 

• Young people should be positive actors in the local community and state transition in 

post-conflict environments. Platforms need to be created where their voices – often 

ignored – can be heard, and they must be actively involved in decision-making and 

peace processes. 

• Responses must be interdisciplinary and at the same time sensitive to the local 

context/situation. They should favour solidarity, justice, dialogue and reconciliation, and 

promote the protection, dignity and rights of youth through their full and active 

participation. 

• Interventions should be promoted that strengthen cultural, social, historical and political 

dimensions specific to each context, legitimizing the different narratives and memories 

of youth as an element for reducing psychosocial malaise. 

• The mobilization of existing internal resources within local communities must be 

promoted, within a framework of participatory development, expression and self-

determination. This should be complemented by increased attention and support from 

national governments and the international community to address the specific needs of 

young people in different phases of conflict and post-conflict. 

Healing the War embraces the concept that youth can and should play a key role in breaking the 

cycle of violence and restoring the social fabric of conflict-affected communities and societies. It 

promotes the idea of addressing their needs and building their capacities in order to establish a 

foundation for a stable, tolerant, peaceful and thriving future for all. 


